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This paper examines the process of implementing education for sustainable development (ESD) within the context of the business school. In particular, it examines how barriers to the implementation of ESD are met through organisational change as a ‘sustainable’ process. There is no agreed definition of ESD; however UNESCO defines ESD thus:

Education for Sustainable Development means including key sustainable development issues into teaching and learning; for example, climate change, disaster risk reduction, biodiversity, poverty reduction, and sustainable consumption. It also requires participatory teaching and learning methods that motivate and empower learners to change their behaviour and take action for sustainable development. Education for Sustainable Development consequently promotes competencies like critical thinking, imagining future scenarios and making decisions in a collaborative way.

This definition suggests that ESD affects not just the content of education but also its process and outcomes. It presents a perspective on ESD suggesting that it offers an agenda for educators and students to look at how they can make positive changes to support sustainability through their own actions and behaviour. This, in part, suggests why ESD is of growing importance to business schools (Ghoshal 2005; Rands and Starik 2009; Starik et al. 2010). Criticisms of business schools in the wake of the financial crisis linked the limitations of business school-educated executives to curricula focused on process efficiency and profit maximisation and have suggested that those curricula needed to consider more ethical approaches to business; a focus on sustainability is argued as inextricably linked to this (Cornelius et al. 2007).

While the focus of this paper is on the business school, the changes described here formed part of wider moves at the University of Bradford (UK) to position the university as a centre of excellence for sustainability education and research. The example of ESD implementation considered was therefore part of the university’s wider sustainability initiative and a university-wide policy requirement for schools to include ESD in formal curricula. As these changes were set only in policy terms by the university and the detailed action for implementation of this policy was decided at school level, we have focused on the university’s business school where this programme was pursued purposefully, and all the authors were involved in the implementation. This is within the context of the wider university sustainability agenda and the findings and discussion nonetheless address implications of this change at both school and university levels.

The business school considered is a full-service business school with undergraduate, postgraduate (taught, including an MBA and research, both DBA and PhD) and executive education programmes. While some studies do offer an account of changes implemented at programme or module level (see Pesonen 2003 and Kurland et al. 2010 for examples), this study provides an example of
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change from an institutional perspective. This level of analysis is important if we are to consider more systemic change within business education and more widely. The paper, then, draws together insights from the experience of organisational change that arose from the school’s efforts to define ESD, and review and amend its curriculum and modes of teaching and learning.

The school sought to bring about change through a consultative process designed to make ESD an explicit dimension of existing and emergent curricula. In this particular case, ESD champions (called Academic Pioneers) were used as the primary change agents, supported by and working with an internal working group whose members were drawn from across the school. The case reveals that change can incorporate, paradoxically, both elements of a top-down and an emergent strategy that resonates with elements of life-cycle, teleological and dialectic frames for process change (Van de Ven and Poole 1995). The case also highlights some tensions between radical-reorientation and incremental-convergence approaches (Tushman and Romanelli 1985) and offers some significant insights into the role of individuals as agents and actors of institutional change (see, for example, Lamberg and Pajunen 2010). A significant finding of this paper relates to the need for academic integrity (e.g. freedom to teach and research), which fits with Pring’s (2002) exhortation for educators to regain confidence in their aims and curriculum. A lack of consensus about what constitutes sustainable development (SD) (cf. Okoye 2009) reveals a tension between those wishing to have a ‘workable definition’ of SD and those who see the need to permit a variety of approaches among the academic community. Taking account of these issues, the paper can be of relevance to policy-makers who promote ESD, managers who are to implement ESD policies and finally those who adopt ESD in operations (or deliver ESD in their practices). What emerges from the study is that the uptake of ESD can be successfully supported by an approach that enables academics to adopt ESD in a way that supports their existing contribution.

Literature review: Sustainability in business education

While it has been a topic of interest for much longer, research concerning teaching sustainability (or sustainable development) at business schools has had more particular focus through the developments of business ethics teaching and later corporate social responsibility teaching that had their roots in the late 1980s (cf. Moore 2004; Christensen et al. 2007). Within business schools in particular, in recent years, the topic of sustainability has seen significant take up yet it still is seen ‘as a relative “newcomer” to the MBA curriculum’ (Christensen et al. 2007: 352). This surge in interest in sustainability has been tied to calls for business schools to educate more socially responsible and ethically aware graduates as a result of the perceived contributions of conventional business education to corporate failures (Mintzberg 2004). During this period, it can be said that teaching of business ethics and sustainability in business schools was
a response to both local and global concerns. For the former, the need to educate more ethical professionals and leaders for the prevention of malpractice at the local level; and, for the latter, introducing CSR to promote better societal links across borders and sustainability to meet the urgency of issues surrounding global environmental and social patterns. In all cases the complexity and interdependence of actors within the business environment are now being recognised.

Ethics, and by inference sustainability, education, therefore is considered, ‘to be the responsibility of many entities, [yet] organisations typically look to college education for the ethical development of potential employees’ (Godsey 2007: 55). The UN Global Compact-Accenture CEO study (2010), ‘A New Era of Sustainability’, firmly indicates corporations hold such expectations. The survey found that 93% of the 766 CEOs surveyed considered sustainability to be critical to the future success of their companies, with education being expected to provide business leaders with the capability to handle issues of sustainability. Thus, reflecting on observations by Pfeffer and Fong (2004), Cornelius et al. (2007: 118) note how business schools are seen to ‘have responsibility to provide practitioners with training in the basics of ethics...which would ideally lead to an informed workplace and act as a catalyst to stimulate socially and ethically grounded corporate activities and programmes’.

The interest in sustainability education has led to the investigation of rationales for higher education institutions (HEIs) to implement ESD, explored in terms of internal and external drivers. As noted above, external drivers often come from HEIs’ stakeholders for ESD. This has led to research into perceptions of future employees and students (e.g. McCourt-Larres and Mulgrew 2009) and the views of accreditation/regulatory bodies (e.g. Moore 2004). In recent years, HEI accreditation bodies have made greater effort to promote the incorporation of SD-related content into formal curricula. Such initiatives stem from global, regional and national bodies, for example the Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME), Global Foundation for Management Education (GFME), European Academy of Business in Society (EABIS), Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) and Association of Business Schools (ABS).

The most noticeable internal driver is perhaps altruism, which leads to the championing of sustainability within their business operation (e.g. Atakan and Eker 2007). Another internal driver, closely related to responding to external factors, is the need to gain competitive advantage in the education market, and thus schools need to offer and update their unique selling point and/or innovative programmes. From this point of view, teaching SD appears to be a response to market demands. Many schools and departments—in the UK and elsewhere—have at least incorporated sustainability-related materials in their programmes; a trend marked, for example, by ‘Beyond Grey Pinstripes’ (a survey conducted by the Aspen Institute Centre for Business Education). This survey provides an alternative ranking of business schools to indicate innovative full-time MBA programmes that lead the way in the integration of issues relating to social and environmental stewardship at curriculum level. Visibility in such a ranking of social and environmental stewardship is expected to be advantageous.
Another stream of research concerning ESD identifies current practices. The focus has been to investigate the prevalence and trends for the inclusion of subjects such as ethics, CSR and sustainability, as part of programmes or modules. Such studies have been conducted in the global (e.g. Christensen et al. 2007—the top 50 global business schools), regional (e.g. Matten and Moon 2004—European business schools) and local contexts (e.g. Fernández and Sanjuán 2010—business schools in Spain).

The third stream of research is concerned with operational issues of ESD implementation. There are two areas of concern: identifying what is taught (contents) and how it is taught (instructive methods). Of the former, the focus ranges from a holistic view of content selections (i.e. curriculum development and design; Macfarlane and Ottewill 2004) to the micro level (i.e. usefulness of adopting particular substantive and/or theoretical domains as part of ESD [e.g. virtues]; Cameron 2006). The latter area focuses on debates around the efficiency of teaching methods in delivering ESD and thus noting desired learning outcomes (e.g. Macfarlane 2001).

Both areas, however, often appear to overlap since deliverable contents can in turn inform a particular way of teaching and vice versa. For example, Kearins and Springett (2003) explored a pedagogical approach to ESD in business schools based in critical theory. This, they point out, can lead to the challenging of a number of basic, underlying precepts of management studies itself. Following the introduction of critical concepts (informing a ‘critical skill-set’) such as reflexivity, critique and social action/engagement and the view that ‘management is a social construction imbued with political motives’, they highlight the impact on ‘teaching praxis’ (Kearins and Springett 2003: 192). Most importantly, as Prasad and Caproni (1997: 284) suggest, ‘critical theory is deeply committed to the emancipatory potential of management and organisations. Thus it is also deeply committed to understanding how the everyday practice of scholars, educators, students, managers, and workers advances and inhibits this potential’. Inevitably, an ideological shift such as this, and subsequent need to develop a critical skill-set, has an impact on the delivery style of teaching itself. Similarly, Kashyap et al. (2006: 366) propose ‘a pedagogical approach examining aspiration as well as consequentialist antecedents of socially responsible behaviour by firms’, which requires a different style of enquiry and questioning, with the potential to open students up to a number of ‘interesting and paradoxical conclusion[s]’ (Kashyap et al. 2006: 374; emphasis added). While the authors do not make the point explicit themselves, the implication would seem clear that a shift in content from ‘cut-and-run strategies of firms’ to ‘long-term adherence to responsive strategies’ (Kashyap et al. 2006: 374) corresponds to a shift towards a more open-ended style of enquiry and examination in and outside the classroom.

Last, but not least important, there is a small but growing body of research investigating the organisational process of ESD policy development and implementation. To date, there are a relatively small number of studies which discuss the entire process of ESD policy development and implementation in depth (e.g.
a study on integration of environmental sustainability issues into a Master’s programme in Finland by Pesonen 2003). It can be noted that the process of implementation remains a challenge; ‘integration [of ESD] continues to be an elusive state for many programs’ (Christensen et al. 2007: 358). Thus, there is a need to properly investigate and understand this so-called ‘elusive state’. Since there are many reasons now to teach ethics, CSR and sustainability (whether altruistic, strategic or tactical), the critical question remains: how do we successfully develop and implement ESD in one’s school?

Research approach: Process and institutional perspectives on change

There is long-standing recognition among writers on organisations that adopting a process perspective adds significantly to our understanding of organisational change (Pettigrew 1990; Van de Ven and Huber 1990; Poole et al. 2000; Tsoukas and Chia 2002; Van de Ven and Poole 2005). Change process theorists are not looking to develop process theory, but rather understand the nature of the processes of change (Van de Ven and Poole 1995, 2005; Tsoukas and Hatch 2001). Van de Ven and Poole (1995) argue that interaction between different explanations of process will inform a better understanding of organisational realities. Nonetheless, they also argue that a degree of integration between different perspectives is desirable and from a critical literature review, identify four ‘families’ of process models that have the potential to inform the research and practice of organisational change (Van de Ven and Sun 2011). As set out by Van de Ven and Poole (1995: 520-21), these four families of process models are taken as follows as analytical frameworks for this study:

1. **Life-cycle or regulated change.** The mode of change is prescribed, acts on a single entity, and the change process is one in which the entity progresses through a necessary, programmed and known in advance sequence of stages

2. **Evolution or competitive change.** Change is prescribed, acts on multiple entities and occurs through a repetitive sequence of variation, selection and retention events in a population

3. **Dialectic or conflictive change.** The mode of change is constructive, acts on multiple entities and occurs through conflict between opposing forces and interest groups. The process of change seeks to reconcile conflicting points of view

4. **Teleology or planned change.** Change is constructive, acts on a single entity and is focused on reaching an envisioned and known goal or end-state and occurs through an emergent and socially defined process of iterative implementation, evaluation and modification moving towards that goal
The discussion section below explores the extent to which the ESD change project conforms to one or more of these models of change.

When considering a change process, such as the implementation of ESD, it cannot be divorced from its institutional context. Discussions of large-scale institutional change tend to focus on the challenges of trying to enact such change (see, for example, Hafsi and Tian 2005) and recognise the constraints imposed by size, complexity, bureaucracy and formality on organisations seeking to enact change (North 1990; Mezias and Glynn 1993). However, in looking to go beyond the reasons for the failure of organisations to enact change, researchers have differentiated two levels of change. Tushman and Romanelli (1985) label these as ‘radical-reorientation’ and ‘incremental-convergence’. The latter represents more adaptive changes focused typically on improving or developing known systems and processes, while a radical-reorientation represents a more fundamental shift with the adoption of new or novel systems, processes or practices. Researchers suggest that radical change in large organisations is difficult when compared with undertaking more incremental change and much change literature is concerned with enabling institutions to undertake large-scale radical change more effectively (Mezias and Glynn 1993; Beer and Eisenstat 1996). As part of the discussion below, the institution’s impact on the change is considered and the extent to which ESD represents a radical or incremental change is addressed.

Another issue in understanding change from an institutional perspective is the role of agents or individual actors in undertaking such change. The role of agents in institutional change is much debated (North 1990; Selznick 1996). One significant stream of thought argues that institutions act as significant restraints on an individual agent’s ability to effect change (Hodgson 2007), while others (e.g. Lamberg and Pajunen 2010) argue that individuals can potentially act as agents of institutional change and can influence the extent to which change is radical or incremental. Clemens and Cook (1999) suggest that agents can act through an institution’s structure to stabilise more radical changes and contribute to a more incremental change outcome. The role and impact of agents in change is, therefore, also addressed below.

Recognising the failures of organisations to develop the capabilities needed to enact change (an issue still recognised; see for example Dixon et al. 2010), Beer and Eisenstat (1996) identify, from extant research, three key principles that should inform effective change and proceed by demonstrating, through an action research project focused on improving an organisation’s capacity to undertake effective change, that these principles have the potential to improve an organisation’s long-term capability for change. The three principles are (Beer and Eisenstat 1996: 598-99):

1. **The change process should be systemic.** Beer and Eisenstat (1996) identify the need to ensure alignment and fit between the key elements of an organisation’s ‘design’

2. **The change process should encourage the open discussion of barriers to effective strategy and adaptation.** In this respect the resistance that often
results from politics and defensive routines and typifies many organisational change interventions (Argyris 1990) needs to be avoided. Unless there is effective and open discussion of a common vision and shared diagnosis of problems to ensure coherent interventions then change is highly likely to falter (Beer and Eisenstat 1996; Spicer 2011)

3. The change process should develop a partnership among all relevant stakeholders. Beer and Eisenstat (1996) highlight the importance of mutual influences and adjustments needed between stakeholders to enact change and highlight managers’ limited ability and inclination to develop genuine partnership as a critical barrier in enacting a successful partnership approach

Beer and Eisenstat (1996: 599) suggest that ‘these principles... despite their plausibility and their research support, are rarely reflected in actual intervention practice’. Our aim therefore is to analyse whether the change presented below evidences these principles effectively. A depiction of the change in line with this aim is provided in the section that follows.

Methodology

The purpose of this research is to develop a narrative description of ESD implementation within the business school at the University of Bradford. In line with the process theory perspective for understanding change adopted, following Van de Ven and Poole (2005), this research adopts an approach that follows Pentland’s (1999) five narrative principles identified for effective explanations of the progression of events. Applied to the specifics of the study being addressed here, these are:

1. A defined period of time that defines narrative of the change being addressed. In this case this is the formal funded period of the university’s ESD programme which lasted for three years

2. Focal actors on whom the narrative rests. Here the focus is on the academic staff at the school and their responses to and views of the ESD initiative, as they are the actors tasked with implementing and making decisions in response to ESD

3. An identifiable narrative voice reflecting a specific point of view. The dominant voice here is that of the major agents of change at the school level, the Academic Pioneers, who are also two of this paper’s authors

4. Awareness of context and its impact. As indicated when identifying with an institutional perspective on change above, while the focus of the study is on change at the school level, in its description below, the impact and implications of events and decisions across the wider institution that are necessary for understanding this change are addressed
5. **An evaluative frame of reference against which the details of the experience can be judged.** The evaluative frame of reference employed here is Beer and Eisenstat’s (1996) guidelines for effective strategy implementation and organisational adaptation which form the basis of the discussion of this change, as outlined in the previous section.

The construction of this narrative draws on data from a range of sources. All authors acted as participant observers and were heavily involved in the school’s implementation of ESD as members of the ESD Working Group in this school (two as change agents responsible for implementation of ESD), and the output from this group (minutes and reports) was available for review in the development of the narrative below. Two particular activities that generated reports were significant in developing the narrative below:

- A staff consultation exercise concerning ESD was undertaken by members of the working group. ESD was discussed with a range of academic members of staff through subject group meetings, and in addition 12 one-to-one interviews were undertaken by the Academic Pioneers with individual staff members. The following two questions were discussed at either group meetings or interviews: 1) *what is going on in your modules in relation to education for sustainable development?* and 2) *could you describe a particular example of your teaching on sustainable development?* The purpose of the discussions was to give academic members of staff an opportunity to think about ESD in their subject context and to prepare them to respond to a follow-up questionnaire.

  - The follow-up questionnaire aimed to identify perceived appropriate levels and modes of ESD delivery and to identify input and support that the members would require for ESD delivery. The questionnaire (full detail in the Appendix) was distributed to all the academic members of staff; 58 (68.2%) responses were returned including 55 (64.7%) usable responses out of 85 (100%). The numbers of the respondents by rank are: professor/reader = 14; senior lecturer = 18; lecturer = 25; other = 1.

It should be recognised that these data sources were collected primarily for the process of ESD implementation and hence should be viewed as secondary data sources for the purposes of this paper. The direct involvement of all the paper’s authors in this process is also a potential limitation, but this is hopefully somewhat mitigated by the fact that the narrative findings below represent a consensus on the changes as they developed agreed by all the authors.
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**Findings: Implementing ESD in the business school**

The development of ESD at the University of Bradford’s Business School can be examined through the lens of Beer and Eisenstat’s (1996) principles of effective strategy implementation and organisational adaptation. What becomes
apparent is that while change can be described as systemic, with top-down directives, it is also informed by a commitment to open discussion and engagement with stakeholders.

**Systemic change**

The change process was strategic in that ESD was identified by both the university and the school as part of their vision and mission and integral to the growth and ‘competitive’ positioning of the institution. In understanding the impact of this strategy on the institution, three key aspects of the organisation’s system can be identified. The first is leadership, senior university administration and their role in supporting ESD. The second is the placement of ‘change agents’ within the school who acted to influence the elements of the organisation at this level. The third is the performance indicators used to assess the uptake and impact of ESD.

ESD at this business school began with the university’s commitment to student learning about sustainable development, but the underpinning university-wide project was funded through the UK’s central state funding body, Higher Education for Central England. The overall fund was worth £3.1 million (approximately US$6.2 million at the time the project started), with half a million pounds (approximately US$1 million) allocated to six schools for the embedding of ESD into the formal curriculum. The Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Learning and Teaching outlined the adopted approach as one seeking ‘to develop discipline-led, student relevant and locally meaningful ESD developments within and under the overall UNESCO framework’; an approach that was thought ‘to address sustainable development and ESD development within its own specific context and school culture has, to date, been successful in terms of gaining academic support’ (memo to deans of school). Thus, the project was initiated by the university’s senior administration and underpinned by three years of financial support.

There were three ‘agents’ critical to the formalisation of ESD within the School of Management: ESD champions, or ‘Academic Pioneers’; the Associate Dean for Learning and Teaching; and an ESD Working Group. The Academic Pioneer role was undertaken by established academics, in possession of current and regular experience of face-to-face delivery of teaching. Their task was to liaise with colleagues throughout the school to gain an in-depth picture of current provision and to champion the embedding of ESD across the curriculum. From the outset, they worked closely with one of the Associate Deans for Learning and Teaching, who played an important role to bring together the necessary ingredients for institutional change in relation to the school’s
management team for policy development. The establishment of a working group at the school—with the brief of assisting the implementation of ESD practices—was considered strategically important to the further development of ESD’s implementation. The Working Group consisted of representatives from the six subject groups, the two Academic Pioneers and the Associate Dean and met on a six-week cycle.

Members contributed to facilitating a school-wide consultation (on pedagogical and operational issues) and formulating policies. Throughout its duration and at its summation, the project was measured against a ‘deliverables matrix’ by the working group and the senior management of the school and university. The ‘deliverables matrix’ was developed by the Academic Pioneers (in consultation with the ESD working group), aligning university and school aims with roles of responsibility and outputs or actions. Through this mechanism, the ESD project could be assessed for its impact in a number of specified ways, all of which needed to be assessed for financial accountability.

Open discussion of barriers

The Academic Pioneers conducted an audit of ESD practices within the School of Management. The following keywords were identified and used as a tool to open up discussions and consider different points of view: sustainable development (SD), dignitary and human rights (social and economic) justice, intergenerational responsibility (future generations), ecosystems (protection, restoration) and cultural diversity (culture of tolerance, non-violence and peace). The review investigated the following key areas:

► ESD content in course programme documentation
► Existing ESD delivery within the School of Management
► The opportunities for, and the issues surrounding, the current and future delivery of ESD in the School of Management

Alongside content analysis of programme documentation (module descriptors, programme specifications and programme brochures), information was gained through email survey of the academic staff. In addition, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 12 members of academic staff involved in the delivery of the programmes in the School of Management. These interviews helped gain a more in-depth understanding of issues related to ESD implementations as well as details of good practice in operation. The emerging issues could be grouped into three main themes. The first concerned implementation and highlighted time constraints on the part of teaching staff along with their perceived lack of expertise about SD. The second concerned policy development, specifically the need for a coherent strategy at the school level. Interviewees were highly aware, for example, of stakeholders benchmarking exercises and competitors’ activities concerning ESD. It was thought that competition would be a highly motivating factor for the school to adopt ESD.
One interviewee expressed the view that the school should not be a follower in the delivery of ESD, but ‘should get in [to the area] at the early stage’. The third theme concerned attitudes towards ESD. In general, there was low regard for university initiatives of this kind. One respondent asked: ‘...is this another initiative like employability, internationalisation etc., is this just another fad?’ Another held the view that the issues of ethics and responsibility are part of common practice for educators, so questioned the need to make them a special case at that particular point in time.

The interview process helped clarify how the development of an SD curriculum would need to be coordinated for all the degree programmes. Accordingly, various measures were taken in an attempt to embed ESD further within the school. First, ESD was integrated into the school’s learning, teaching and assessment strategy in order to formalise development of ESD (as specified in the deliverables matrix). This, to a degree, legitimised ESD practices, with support from senior administration at both school and university levels critical to the institutionalisation of ESD. Second, a statement for ESD was generated within the school. A working group was then established to develop policy and consider pedagogical approaches to ESD implementation. It facilitated a critical school-wide consultation as a vehicle for formal and informal discussions, helping to build wider support across the school. In due course, the working group developed into a highly effective focal point for ESD implementation within the school.

The school-wide consultation exercise helped to give all academic staff an opportunity to comment on ESD in their subject context and prepared all participants to respond to a questionnaire. The follow-up questionnaire (55 usable responses were obtained representing 64.7%) was designed to identify the appropriate level and instructive methods for ESD, the necessary support for ESD implementation, and any other concerns. Tables 1–4 show that most respondents thought SD should be taught, although most of the staff argued that ESD-related modules should not be compulsory for students. However, a proposal for offering a stand-alone module on SD (i.e. an explicit instance of ESD delivery) was supported by staff particularly with respect to final year undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Yet, the need to integrate SD into existing modules was recognised at all levels (around 80% of the respondents).

Table 1 Appropriate level/degree to teach sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Yes (valid %)</th>
<th>No (valid %)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>No responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>33 (60.0)</td>
<td>22 (40.0)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>34 (61.8)</td>
<td>21 (38.2)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>51 (92.7)</td>
<td>4 (7.3)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>50 (90.9)</td>
<td>5 (9.1)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>48 (87.3)</td>
<td>7 (12.7)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Sustainable development as compulsory or option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Compulsory (valid %)</th>
<th>Option (valid %)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>No responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>11 (37.9)</td>
<td>18 (62.1)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>8 (25.8)</td>
<td>23 (74.2)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>15 (31.9)</td>
<td>32 (68.1)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>18 (37.5)</td>
<td>30 (62.5)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>19 (39.6)</td>
<td>29 (60.4)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Sustainable development to be taught as stand-alone module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes (valid %)</th>
<th>No (valid %)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>No responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>10 (25.0)</td>
<td>30 (75.0)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>10 (24.4)</td>
<td>31 (75.6)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>28 (54.9)</td>
<td>23 (45.1)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>33 (67.3)</td>
<td>16 (32.7)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>30 (62.5)</td>
<td>18 (37.5)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4  Sustainable development to be integrated into modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes (valid %)</th>
<th>No (valid %)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>No responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>35 (74.5)</td>
<td>12 (25.5)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>36 (80.0)</td>
<td>9 (20.0)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>46 (85.2)</td>
<td>8 (14.8)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>42 (80.8)</td>
<td>10 (19.0)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>44 (83.0)</td>
<td>9 (17.0)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In response to the question of whether ‘interdisciplinary input is necessary for SD curriculum development’, the majority of respondents (43; 81.1%) thought interdisciplinary modules on SD should be developed. This stems from the understanding that sustainability is interdisciplinary in nature. Collaboration in curriculum development across the disciplines was seen as essential to prevent any overlapping in ESD teaching. To the question of whether ‘the school should have specialists who teach SD’, 32 respondents (60.4%) thought that the school should have SD specialists, while 21 (39.6%) claimed that this need not be the case. Among those who found no need for specialists, there is a strong view that academic members should be able to teach or are teaching SD issues because these issues are relevant to current practices and naturally blended into the subject they teach. The respondents were also asked to provide comments with regard to ‘what sort of support they would like to have if they were to teach SD’. Table 5 summarises the points raised.
Table 5 Support required for teaching sustainable development

1. A rationale for teaching SD needs to be provided along with:
   A definition of what constitutes SD in the school context
   School policies and guidelines articulating appropriate teaching styles
2. Training and staff development (e.g. conferences and workshops) would be desirable in order to:
   Understand how SD issues relate to their modules (i.e. in-depth knowledge)
   Gain skills in how SD can be taught (i.e. teaching methods)
   Check whether key aspects of SD are appropriately incorporated into the module (i.e. a comprehensive and holistic approach by the school)
   Make sure that tutors have consistent understanding on the subject (i.e. consistency in delivery)
3. Material support would also be welcome in the form of:
   Relevant academic journals
   Case studies
   Real examples of lectures and tutorials which embody the SD agenda
4. Access to industrial applications (i.e. business engagement)
5. Cross-disciplinary support and collaboration for teaching
6. Financial support to invite guest lecturers
7. Good research components to feed into teaching

Respondents were also asked to raise ‘any concerns with regard to the implementation of ESD’. Of particular significance, some respondents indicated that implementing ESD would/could be in conflict with academic integrity. For example, the following views were expressed:

Implementing ESD might amount to the advocacy or promotion of particular ideologies [which] would be counter-productive, since such efforts may be viewed as propaganda.

SD issues should be integrated into everything we teach and is just a part of good ethical teaching practice. Giving it a separate label and specialist teachers mystifies it and makes it less accessible rather than more so.

There are concerns about the implications for freedom of speech and thought (academic freedom) if ESD were to be foisted on teaching staff.

It can be seen from the range of views and information gathered that both the university-wide forum attended by the Academic Pioneers (chaired by the Director for ESD) and the local School of Management Working Group gave the space for open discussion of the barriers faced during the implementation process, and as such were critical to the identification of obstacles and ways to overcome them.

Partnership among stakeholders

As is evident from the above, various opportunities were created to work in partnership with several stakeholders of the school. Agreement over the place and purpose of ESD within the school and its curriculum was ultimately only achieved because of the negotiated understanding of ESD developed through
working with a wide cross-section of academic staff. In addition, the involvement of external stakeholders was achieved through a variety of means, including an ESD seminar series with external speakers, working with alumni, supporting researchers interested in ESD from other institutions and communicating with professional and accreditation bodies such as AACSB and PRME.

Discussion

While the school’s (and ultimately the university’s) senior management judged ESD implementation to be successful, the barriers and challenges to implementation at an operational level need to be recognised. Table 5 summarises the findings in this regard, and many of the factors identified by Velazquez et al. (2005: 385) were identified as influencing the uptake of ESD. Significant of these was that, after the project funding period came to an end, any further development of ESD consequently poses a challenge. However, at the end of the ESD change programme, the school obtained a membership of PRME, and established a committee to consider ESD. The school therefore has a vehicle for ongoing ESD development. ESD is no longer a new initiative but part of its ongoing operations; ESD is evidenced at module and programme levels, and in the school’s overall strategy and learning, teaching and assessment strategy. The implications of this change are explored below.

It seems evident that the three principles of effective change identified by Beer and Eisenstat (1996) were critical together in ensuring the uptake of ESD. Of these, it is the second principle (open discussion of barriers) that appeared most significant in guiding the change. Academic Pioneers and their engagement with faculty through interviews, the working group and in the school-wide consultation provided opportunities for stakeholders to work through their concerns with ESD and its implementation. The dialogue created provided space for faculty to develop their own sense of the place of ESD in their practice. The exact nature of ESD was, within the frameworks outlined by the institution, individually determined and faculty came to adjust their practices in response to the initiative. This suggests that the open discussion of barriers was critical in developing the third principle, partnership among stakeholders, although the levels of partnership were limited (and hence overall agreement on specific ESD requirements was not required).

The role of Academic Pioneers was also critical in supporting Beer and Eisenstat’s (1996) first principle (that the change process was systematic), through their programme of engagement with staff, to coordinate the change across the school, and focused on identifying a fit between outcomes at the school level and the university strategy for ESD. This was enabled by the deliverables matrix which provided operational foci for ESD that linked back to overall strategic goals. All this together suggests that Beer and Eisenstat’s (1996) principles should be seen as mutually reinforcing. The systematic approach (ensuring that ESD impacted across the organisation and its differential impacts on different organisational
elements) was significant in allowing local development and adoption of ESD in schools, and this allowed open discussion of barriers to implementation that cemented the partnerships between stakeholders at the school.

This ESD change process seems to combine three of Van de Ven and Poole’s (1995) frameworks: life-cycle, teleological and dialectic approaches to change. These can be seen as explaining the nature of the change in different ways as the perspective, focus and key drivers of the change shift. Van de Ven and Poole’s (1995) frameworks can therefore be seen as lenses through which we can focus on different aspects of this overall change process, and hence the explanation and action of this change can be seen as being influenced by the stakeholder perspective on which we focus. Table 6 describes three such perspectives, labelled as three change stages—initiation, implementation and integration—and identifies the key aspects of each. These differences of explanation seem to suggest that the process change frameworks provided by Van de Ven and Poole (1995) are complementary rather than distinct. The position, level and perspective of the actors in relation to the change affect how it is enacted, perceived and applied. Here the process of ESD implementation is explained and accommodated very differently depending on whether you are the instigator of the change (senior management), its agent (Academic Pioneers) or recipients (academic staff). However, these differences should not be perceived as elements of the process itself. The change did not necessarily happen in a linear fashion, proceeding through these perspectives as stages. These explanations are best viewed as differing interpretations of the nature of the change that are informed by the concerns of actors at a certain level, and the implications of each are outlined below.

### Table 6 Education for sustainable development as a process of change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change stage</th>
<th>Initiation</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Framework (Van de Ven and Poole 1995)</td>
<td>Life-cycle/regulated</td>
<td>Teleological/planned</td>
<td>Dialectic/confictive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change impacts through</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Change agents</td>
<td>Individual sensemaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of focus</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>School (as organisational unit)</td>
<td>Faculty (as individuals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key actors</td>
<td>Senior management (change sponsors)</td>
<td>Academic Pioneers (change agents)</td>
<td>Academic staff (change recipients)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Initiation of regulated change

On initiation (perspective 1 in Table 6), the change seems to have been defined by the institution (university senior management) in a way that would subscribe most closely to the life-cycle or regulated approach to change. The implied
metaphor here is that the focus of organisational leadership, the de facto sponsors of this change, was on providing the direction for ‘organisational growth’. The university can therefore be seen as viewing this change as a prescribed programme of activities and actions (with definable resources in terms of time and funding), impacting on a single entity (the university as a whole) that would lead to a defined and knowable end-point (ESD implementation). The focus of the change for senior management was on the development and communication of ESD as a policy objective for the institution as a whole.

Identifying the change as being spread through the organisation and thereby its impact being adapted and negotiated at a local level, best characterises what Tushman and Romanelli (1985) labelled ‘incremental-convergence’; changes were largely incremental developments in the overall educational experience that emerged as academics sought to make sense of ESD in their own teaching and seek a fit (convergence) between their teaching and the requirements of ESD. Balogun (2006: 29) gives an example of a ‘textbook top-down approach to change’ but similarly highlights how many of the outcomes of such change are emergent or unintended as the recipients of change make sense of the senior management initiatives.

Seeing ESD as an emergent incremental change is at odds with the top-down, radical perspective on change that ESD represented in terms of its rhetoric for the organisation. The university saw this as a programme aimed at making (relatively) radical change and its drive came (at least perceptually for the majority of academics) from the top of the organisation. The prevailing view in institutional theory is that such changes are limited in their success by the complexity and bureaucracy of the organisations on which they act (North 1990; Mezias and Glynn 1993; Hafsi and Tian 2005). However, we have here a strategic change for the institution that has been brought about successfully. It appears that this radical change was built from a series of more incremental, emergent responses to ESD. Plowman et al. (2007) provide an example of how (in their case unintended) radical change emerged from more incremental changes as a church congregation sought to re-engage with the local community in a number of small and discrete ways (starting with providing breakfast for the local homeless who were previously seen as a nuisance by many churchgoers). It appears that we have here another case in which an intended radical change was built emergently from the incremental actions of its participants. This may suggest a reconciliation of incremental and radical approaches to change and might show how radical change can be created in institutions through the coordination and amplification of incremental changes across the organisation.

Implementation with planned change

On implementation (perspective 2 in Table 6) at the school level, approaches to the change might more readily be reconciled with a teleological or planned approach. One way of interpreting the deliverables matrix is as a set of goals
(that align to the superordinate goal of ESD implementation) against which Academic Pioneers constructed a series of activities with multiple entities (subject groups and individual academics) to encourage the uptake of ESD. Practically the focus was on the dissemination and interpretation of ESD policy requirements. ESD can therefore be explained as a planned series of activities that were aimed at building (constructing socially) consensus around a set of aims that all led to the desired organisational outcome. The growth of ESD was supported by its planned activities and the teleological approach to change can be seen as enabling the process of development along life-cycle lines.

It appears here that the change agents (Academic Pioneers) played a key role in supporting the implementation of the change. The role of agents in institutional change is a matter of debate (Selznick 1996) and the prevailing view tends to suggest that institutions act to limit agents’ abilities to enact change (Hodgson 2007). The experience here, however, better supports arguments from Clemens and Cook (1999) and Lamberg and Pajunen (2010) that agents can influence change in institutions. Academic Pioneers played a crucial role in spreading the change across the school and interpreting that change for stakeholders, supporting them in their sensemaking in relation to the change. For the institution they acted to coordinate, summarise and publicise ESD’s impacts, and integrate the incremental changes together to provide the ‘overall picture’ of radical change. This reinforces the arguments of those who suggest that the contributions of dedicated change agents are critical to the likely success of change (Caldwell 2003; Saka 2003). Here we reach a particular conception of the change agent’s role as providing coordination for changes across an institution with a view to providing an overall coherent picture of change and supporting the translation and assimilation of that change at the local level.

Integration through dialectic change

If we shift perspective to the integration (perspective 3 in Table 6) or uptake of the change, there is scope for a third framework to come to the fore. In terms of its influence at the individual level on the academic faculty and subject groups, the change can be mapped onto the dialectic or conflictive approach to change. The process of involvement of stakeholders and their discussions of the meaning of ESD for them ultimately led to synthesis between those individuals’ and groups’ understandings of ESD and their approaches to teaching and learning. This emerged through the confrontation of conflicts raised in this discussion. Faculty were tasked with the action of the policy and were supported in integrating ESD with their practice. This discussion, an activity planned and supported by the Academic Pioneers, ultimately led to the university’s aims for ESD being realised.

It is significant that, for ESD to have been successful, its integration into individual’s practice is something that had to be negotiated. There is therefore a significant role here for sensemaking (Weick 1995), with the processes of dialectic enquiry leading academics to make sense of the organisationally ascribed
values of ESD for their own teaching practice. Significantly, Weick (1995: 18) sees sensemaking as being ‘grounded in identity construction’ and identifies the process of confirming one’s self as significant in intentional sensemaking. This aligns the development of ESD described here with the principles of effective sustainability learning described by Shrivastava (2010), who argues that sustainability education requires more than a cognitive understanding of its principles, but rather a sustained commitment and engagement from educators (and students) and that this is only likely if the ideas espoused are meaningful to and significant for educators.

ESD was implemented with a minimum level of presumption about what SD means. As a consequence the debates (in the dialectic frame) were not around the validity of prescription but rather centred on the place and appropriateness of SD across the curriculum. This afforded individual staff space (as evidenced in the interviews undertaken) to make their own judgements of the relevance of ESD to them, and their teaching and practice, and adopt it in ways that supported rather than conflicted with their own values and approach. Here ESD as a result was largely integrated into existing courses but the institutional demands for this meant that this integration came across curricula. Rusinko (2010) suggests that such approaches are appropriate where institutions see sustainability as a priority and where faculty are motivated to make such changes, and interestingly the experience here does suggest that motivated faculty can support widespread uptake of sustainability issues within a curriculum that requires minimal administrative and management resource, but this creates an ongoing challenge of ensuring continuing faculty commitment and consistency of delivery with respect to ESD.

Another consequence of the way ESD was implemented here is that it supports demands for faculty to regain confidence in their role as educators (Pring 2002), and suggests that senior management needs to create a supportive environment for faculty to maintain (or regain) that confidence and professional integrity in teaching SD. Its effective implementation also supports Scott and Gough’s (2007: 113) arguments that we should avoid becoming ‘uncritical repositories of present unconventional wisdom’ and developing generic modules and teaching and learning frameworks for ESD. Instead: ‘the protection that some universities offer their staff and students through a policy enabling and encouraging, but not prescribing, internal developments can be seen as a valuable safeguard: a barrier to defend rather than to discard’ (Scott and Gough 2007: 113).

We therefore argue that, linked to the above discussion and the arguments made by Pring (2002), a factor contributing to the integration of the ESD change was the integrity of academics involved in this process. It is our conception that integrity is important to academics in defining themselves (as it is for many professionals) and hence change which is seen to reinforce personal integrity is likely to be successful. Significantly the non-prescriptive process of ESD implementation that emerged here allowed faculty space to understand and negotiate the impact of ESD on their own teaching and time to reflect on
ESD’s implications in their subject areas. This process of sensemaking provided faculty with the opportunity to incorporate ESD in the way best suited to them and hence ultimately supported their academic integrity. Petrick (2011) links integrity with values and differentiates between intrinsic values (that reside solely within the individual) and instrumental values that: ‘can be treated as an intangible strategic asset that individuals and collectives can responsibly manage to enhance their domestic and global reputational competitive advantage’ (Petrick 2011: 50).

Here the ESD change may have been successful, in part, because the decision of the institution to define a set of broad organisational instrumental values for ESD reinforced values that already existed at the individual intrinsic level and actually served to bring those intrinsic values into an explicit instrumental frame. In a similar vein, this process can be seen as connecting academics’ values with those of the organisation in a way that does not conflict with their basic assumptions and suggests how this change may ultimately become embedded in the culture of the institution (Schein 1984).

It seems potentially evident from the arguments above that change which supports individual integrity has potentially more legitimacy that that which does not. Reed (1999a) identifies legitimacy as a key element of Habermas’s (1996) theory of law and democracy ‘which is able to integrate moral, ethical and pragmatic discourses’ (Reed 1999a: 26). This argument suggests that for the policy of an institution (in Habermas’s case the law created by a governing authority) to be seen as legitimate by those individuals it acts upon, it has to be subjected to ‘communicative discourse’ among those individual stakeholders through which any moral, ethical and pragmatic concerns can be addressed (Smith 2004). Furthermore, according to Reed (1999a), the direct role of formal institutions is secondary to the communicative discourse itself as it is this that leads to policy which provides useable guidance for practice. Significant for the experience here, Reed (1999b) identifies argumentation as a reflexive form of communicative discourse that allows stakeholders to explore the validity of the ideas presented to them. This links the life-cycle and dialectic approaches to change identified above. It was the communicative discourse of academics reflecting on the policy of ESD (a process of dialectic change) and largely finding it valid as it was supportive of their own integrity (values) that ultimately led to their willingness to adopt ESD (the institution’s intended life-cycle change).

Conclusion and implications

The identification of initiation, implementation and integration as three stages of change within the experience of the development of ESD here can also potentially act as a framework to guide others seeking to develop ESD in their own institutions. Table 7 summarises the three stages identified from a practical rather than theoretical perspective and highlights the key activities to be
undertaken at each of these stages. The presentation of these activities is not intended to suggest a linear process for completion of each of these in turn as it was the experience here that these activities and the three stages of change did interact and overlap with each other, but the time perspective is included to recognise that in the experience here the change began with initiation by the institution and progressed through implementation to integration. It is also significant that the majority of the actions for change lie at the implementation stage. Success here came from a largely devolved approach to change. With a clear purpose and agenda set by the university, change agents at the school level had the responsibility for enacting and implementing ESD in ways appropriate to their contexts. This led to significant adaptation of the policy to suit the school’s own educational agendas. That adaptation ultimately encouraged individual faculty’s uptake of the principles the institution wanted to develop. Educators adopting the advice this contains should do so with caution, however, as this is drawn from a single example of change in the business school of one university, the members of which were largely supportive of the principles of ESD. Other contexts and a more contentious response to ESD may require alternative actions.

Table 7 Agenda for developing education for sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change stage</th>
<th>Initiation</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of focus</td>
<td>University as a whole</td>
<td>School, department or other meaningful unit</td>
<td>Individual faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key actors</td>
<td>University senior management</td>
<td>Change agents within units</td>
<td>Academic staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key activities</td>
<td>Set ESD agenda and policy: provide vision and direction</td>
<td>Dissemination and interpretation of policy and adapt to local conditions</td>
<td>Understand impact on own practice and negotiate adapted practice in light of policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identify appropriate reference points for external benchmarking (e.g. UNESCO; PRME)</td>
<td>Identify unit level reference points (e.g. AACSB; QUIS; AMBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide resources (time, money, people)</td>
<td>Undertake diagnosis and analysis to understand current situation with respect to ESD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identify change agents</td>
<td>Define deliverables and monitor progress against these</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Engage staff in open discussion about ESD to develop partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinate, summarise and publicise ESD’s impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, the findings of this study suggest a number of implications for policy-makers who promote ESD, managers who implement ESD and those who adopt and deliver ESD programmes, as well as being relevant, in part, to anyone seeking to enact large-scale organisational change. ESD ought to be an initiative that garners support from stakeholders in that, properly enacted, its principles seem supportive of individual academics’ integrity and hence it should therefore be seen as valid by stakeholders across higher education institutions. Significant in this statement though is the phrase ‘properly enacted’. Key among the findings is the recognition that the uptake of ESD (and by extension similar strategic changes) is influenced by the model of implementation employed. In this case, Beer and Eisenstat’s (1996) guiding principles help define the mode of implementation; including adequate opportunity for discourse and discussion, partnership between stakeholders and flexibility in the implementation of ESD at the local level. Given the effective integration of ESD into the institution, it would seem reasonable to suggest future implementations (at least of a similar nature) would do well to explicitly follow key principles as laid out by Beer and Eisenstat (1996). In addition, a role for dedicated agents of change to act as champions for ESD and drivers of the process of implementation (as was the case with the Academic Pioneers here) should also be highlighted as significant in providing focus, direction and coordination for ESD activities.

The preceding discussion highlights a number of implications for further research. First, other studies should be undertaken to see if the identification of initiation, implementation and integration of stages in the development of ESD might be replicated. It is a limitation here that this study focuses on a single school and a single university context and greater support for this ESD development agenda would come from its being evidenced through other contexts. In addition, the positive impact of the Academic Pioneers suggests the importance of a role for determined agents coordinating ‘change activities’ within the institution. As this finding is at odds with conventional institutional perspectives on change (which suggest institutions act to limit the ability of agents to enact change; North 1990; Mezias and Glynn 1993), further investigation of the role and impact of change agents on institutions would be valuable. The findings also suggest that a more radical institutional change emerged from the incremental activities at the individual and school levels. Further detailed exploration of the potential complementary nature of radical and incremental change would therefore seem warranted. A number of other issues may also be worthy of further consideration. The example of change here indicated that the perspective of the actors affected the nature of explanation of process, with the university, Academic Pioneers and faculty perspectives all being linked to a different framework for understanding the change process (after Van de Ven and Poole 1995). The nature of these differences and how they contribute to the emergent nature of organisational change also ought to be explored. Similarly, the roles of integrity and sensemaking and their links with the uptake of change and ethical approaches to and perspectives on change highlighted above would benefit from further investigation. Further consideration of exemplary change processes invoking Beer and Eisenstat’s (1996) principles as being mutually
reinforcing would also be of interest for scholars seeking to better understand the drivers of successful organisational change. Finally, research exploring the developing role of ESD in the business school curriculum should also continue.

We titled this paper ‘Sustainable Change’ for two reasons. First it is an example of change, regarding the introduction and embedding of the principles of sustainability into a HE institution and, particularly, a business school. Significantly, it is revealed that the effectiveness of this change was in large part enabled by the links between the principles of ESD and the values of academics across the school and hence the change was supportive of academics’ personal and professional integrity. Nevertheless, a note of caution must be raised. While our assessment suggests there was genuine integration of ESD principles across the school, there remains the possibility that individual instances of engagement with ESD are superficial, only paying lip service to the institutional directive. The ongoing success of ESD will then be compromised if this is the case.

Thus, ‘Sustainable Change’ is also meant to describe an example of change that in its implementation suggests the process itself is sustainable. The change experience in this case suggests that the principles identified by Beer and Eisenstat (1996) were significant in effecting change and it was argued above that its effectiveness stems in large part from the discussion and debate around ESD led by the Academic Pioneers. This debate afforded individual academics the opportunity to negotiate the impact of ESD on their own practice and thereby accommodate it with their own values and integrity. We would suggest that this debate and the dialogue it created were essential to enacting this change and this has to be a continuing process. Change was studied here as a process not an outcome. Effective change is best conceptualised as a journey and in this vein ESD should itself be ongoing and long-term if its impact is truly to be judged as successful.
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Appendix

Follow-up questionnaire on education for sustainable development

Your subject group:

OIM [ ] LAW [ ] Marketing [ ] SEIB [ ] A&F [ ] HRM [ ]

You are:

Professor/reader [ ] Senior lecturer [ ] Lecturer [ ] Other [ ]

In order to answer the following questions, level descriptors are provided at the end of the questionnaire for your information.

Which level/degree is appropriate for the school to teach sustainable development? Tick as many as appropriate

UG Level 1 [ ]

UG Level 2 [ ]

UG Level 3 [ ]

PG MSc [ ]

PG MBA [ ]
Should modules on sustainable development be compulsory?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Compulsory</th>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UG 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG MSc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG MBA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Should the school offer a stand-alone module on sustainable development?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UG 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG MSc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG MBA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Should contents related to sustainable development be integrated into modules?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UG 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG MSc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG MBA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Should the school offer a series of modules on sustainable development running through UG level 1 to level 3?

| Yes | No |

Should modules on sustainable development be developed based on interdisciplinary input?

| Yes | No |

Should the school have specialists who teach sustainable development?

| Yes | No |

Among the modules you have taught, in which module do you think sustainable development should be taught? Please specify the module title and, if possible, provide some comments on how it should be taught.
If you were to teach sustainable development in your module, what sort of support would you like to have?

Please provide any further comments.